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The

from a reliable
following information has been received

source:Privacy
2. "On• Tuesday 26 October 1971, at L
by the ifambiTFCISISTfich
an extraordinary business Meeting was held
and ended' 110.30 pm
of I.S. The -meeting, which began at 8 pm
was
Pdvaci---;
rman
The
Chai
was attended by 1-8 persons.
resolution to be
. The meeting was. -called to •discus's a Branch
T
be held in Birmingham on
put at the special conference due to
of the TrotSkyist Tendency'.
9 December 1971 to discuss the expulsion

r

Reforonce to Paper
40071P08

moved
st read out the resolution which would be
Privacy :
Committee at the conference; it reads
lo
by th
t has never been
"The fusion between .1 ,Sri and 'Workers FighConf
erence resolves:
effectively carried out. Therefore, this

.
4

reversion to the
a) that the fusion be dissolved, with
s;
1968 situation of two separate organisation
present ..Trotskyist
bl that within 28 days members of the
r orgAnisation;
Tendency' shall opt for one or the othe
blished between
c) theta liaison committee be then esta
on in practical
the two organisations to discuss co-Operati
new and more
a
of
activity and to explore the possitdiity
firmly based fusion it the future."
was lengthy and at times quite
. The discussion which followed
5
that part (c) of the resolution
heated. It was generally agreed
was only inserted to cover
was a piece of "whitewash'', and that it
lution, namely part (a).
up the real substance of the reso
ch agreed on a lengthy
. At the end of the discussion, the bran
6
as there were certain to be
amendment of this resolution., but the various other branches, it
several different amendments from
was not worthy of record at this stage
Amongst those present at the meeting were:-

.
7
;
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Privacy
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4".,71 I14783/20IVI (2)
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Speoial Branch, roferenOes •to persona mentioned in this
report are shown. on the attached Appendix.
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